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Abstract

Variations of the fast neutron spectrum in thin regions of alter-

nating Fe and D?O have been studied using threshold detectors (ln(n, n' ),

S(n, p), Al(n, a)). The results have been compared to those calculated

by two shielding codes (NRN and RASH D) of multigroup removal-diffu-

sion type.

The absolute fast spectrum calculated in our rather complicated

configurations was found to agree with measurements within the same

accuracy (a factor of two) as did the thermal flux. The calculated spectrum

is slightly harder than the measured one, but the detailed variations (co-

vering the range 1 ;5) in the form of the spectrum when penetrating Fe

agree with observations to within 15-20 %. In and Al activities were

found to be proportional to the integrated flux over 1 MeV throughout

the whole configuration, while S showed the least proportionality.
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Introduction

The penetration depths of interest -when studying the changes in

the fast neutron spectrum in reactor shields can be divided roughly in-

to two regions,, The first covers the distance from the core to the inner

face of the biological shield. This region is characterized by thin layers

of varying materials (construction materials and coolant). The second

region covers the deep penetration in the biological shield, normally

made of a single homogeneous material.

In calculations by the common, non-rigorous shielding codes of

removal-diffusion type, the spectral changes in the first region are

mainly covered by the diffusion part of the method* The effect of the

uncollided ("removal") part on the fluxes is rather small» However,

considering the basic assumptions in diffusion theory, its use in the

thin (1-2 mean free paths) regions is in no way self-evident.

On the other hand3 the accurate values and form of the fast neutron

spectrum outside the core are needed for radiation damage calculations.

The absolute value of the fast spectrum at some higher energies (>2-3 MeV)

can be monitored by threshold detectors (e<> g. Ni)« The damage calculations

must then be based on some assumed form of the spectrum.

In this article some studies are presented on the change of the

spectrum and its predictions in configurations depicting parts of a D~O

moderated reactor. The main purpose has been to check the spectral

variations predicted by a couple of multigroup removal-diffusion methods

in the fast range and at shallow penetration depths.

The first method studied is the NRN method developed at AB Atom-

energi Q). The second is an improved version (RASH D) (2) of the well-

known British multigroup method (3), based on the original Spinney re-

moval cross section.

The study is based on a comparison of predicted and measured

threshold reaction rates,, Avery and Butler have presented comparisons

(4) between the results obtained by the RASH D code used here and by a

rigorous solution of the transport equation (NIOBE) (5) in a configuration

of Fe-D-O. But no actual measurements in similar configurations have

been found in the literature.
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2. Measurements •

The experimental part of this investigation has been performed

at the R2-0 reactor at the Studsvik Research Center. The set-up was the

same as used for attenuation measurements through massive and perfora-

ted layers of Fe and D-O (6, T). Briefly, it consists of a U-frame and a

lid of concrete to decrease the effective cross section (2x2 meters) of

the 3M1 facility to 1,5 x 1,5 meters. The configurations of interest can be

assembled of steel plates and of flat (5 and 10 cm thick) Al tanks filled

with D2O.

For the fast spectrum measurements the following threshold reac-

tions have been used,

AlE7(n, a) Na24

Q32, *_32S (n, p) P

T 115, , x- 115mIn (n, n< ) In

Parallel with the fast neutron measurements thermal and epither-

mal fluxes were monitored with Au, Cu and Mn foils.

The indium and aluminium foil activities were measured with a y-

crystal (<i> 3" x 1,5" Nal(Tl)) and a multichannel analyser» The peaks used

in the Y~spectras corresponding to 0, 335 MeV for indium and 10 37 MeV

and 2, 75 MeV for aluminium, were evaluated using a computer programme.

The other foils were measured in a (3-detector and the total activities were

analysed in a computer by our standard methods (8),

The reactor effect was monitored at every activation by a Cu foil in

a fixed position in the core, and the reproducibility of the measurements

was checked by having at least one measuring point common to two activa-

tions.

Measurements were performed in two basic configurations, indica-

ted in the lower part of Figs, 1 to 3, which describe the results. Configu-

ration 1 is a mock-up of the thermal shield and pressure vessel of a HWR.

The regions from the core face and excluding Al walls are:

10 cm H2O, £ 40 cm air, 20 cm D2O, 10 cm Fe, 5 cm D2<0, and 10 cm Fe.

Complete measurements were performed at every material inter-

face in this configuration.
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The second configuration depicts the core tank and axial thermal

shield, with regions;

20 cm H_O, SS40 Cm air, 6 cm Fe, 20 cm D?O, 8 cm Fe with borated

lucite in the middle of the layer, and 10 cm. D_O.
d

Because the detailed variations of the spectrum in space are of

less interest in this configuration, measurements were made at three

coordinates only»

3. Calculations

The calculations have been performed according to the standard

manuals (J_, 3) of the methods. The solution of the diffusion and slowing-

down equations was performed in spherical geometry, with a core ra-

dius = 30 cm. The results are based on the sum of the assumed iso-

tropic (diffusion) and the forward collimated (removal) components.

Fast flux near the core is, of course, a close modification of

the spectrum at the core face. This spectrum is used as boundary

condition in methods which do not themselves generate the core spectrum.

Therefore, an error in the assumed spectrum at the core face is reflec-

ted also deeper in the configuration,, In our calculations the boundary

spectrum has been taken from a rigorous solution by the NIOBE pro-

gramme. Besides, a spectrum in agreement with NIOBE results has

been obtained by applying the diffusion code of the NRN system for

the reactor core (9).

The boundary conditions in the NRN calculation were modified

by putting the sum of the removal and diffusion fluxes equal to the

predicted core spectrum, i. ea , the group diffusion fluxes at the core

face were reduced by the amount of the removal fluxes. This logical

procedure was found to give the correct relative attenuation and better

absolute values for the highest energy groups (checked by Al reaction

rate).
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4, Discuss ion of the r e su l t s

a]_ Mpde_of pjjej3entatipn_and the_resp_onse_of the_ de te ctor s

Threshold measurements can be used to obtain an approximate

neutron spectrum by the orthonormal expansion method,, Errors in the

spectrum obtained can be large, and Gold (1_0j has shown that an accu-

racy better than 10 - 20 % is hardly obtainable in practice.

Instead of the orthonormal method, we elected to use the measured

and predicted reaction rates directly. If, besides, the response functions

of the detectors in the predicted spectrum are considered, the changes

in the gross form of the spectrum can be studied.

Before examining the results, one must consider whether the

effective energy range for the detectors is significantly displaced during

penetration. Fig» 7 gives the response functions, normalized to constant

area under the curves. Figs, 8 and 9 give the ratios of the functions at

the front and back faces of the configuration to those at z s 101 cm.

We see that, in the case of S and Al, the ratios in the effective

energy ranges («> 2. 5 to 8 and 6 to 1 0 MeV, respectively) are close

to unity, i .e . , the energy ranges of the important neutrons have not

changed» The low and high energy tails in Figs. 8 and 9 are unimportant

because of the low absolute response in these regions.

On the other hand, the effective energy range for In («» 1. 5 to

6 MeV at z = 101 cm) is clearly displaced towards the lower energies

after penetrating the Fe regions (Fig. 9). This displacement of the

response function is even more clearly demonstrated by the curves cal-

culated for a Rh (n, n<) detector at the front and back faces of the same

regions (Fig. 10). Rh has, as we know, an even lower physical threshold

(* 0. 04 - 0, 1 MeV) than In» Approximately the same change in response

function is obtained for the Np (n, f) reaction (not illustrated here).

h\ Absolute values

The absolute va lues p red ic ted in a se t -up of F e - D O in the la rge

(Nl) shielding window of the R2-0 r eac to r have been shown to deviate

f rom the m e a s u r e d values because of the difficulty in t r ans la t ion of the

t rue geomet ry to the calculat ional one (8). Therefore , our p r i m a r y a im

in this study has been to verify the form and the changes of the spectrum»
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In the sequel some brief remarks are presented about the absolute thres-

hold reaction rates, given in Tables I and II», Combined with other published

data (J_j_)j these should enable the reader to test his own calculating me-

thods in these configurations. Figures 1 and 2 present the relative values

as a function of the penetration depth,,

The figures predicted by NRN have been set equal to one. We ob-

serve in the first place that the measured Al (n, <z) rates are within 40 %

of those predicted by NRN. In the calculation this rate is determined by

the uncollided ("removal") part of the flux which has been integrated over

the true configuration (a box-like core). Therefore, a fair agreement is

to be expected throughout the configuration if the source in the core is

correct.

The S (n, p) and In (n, n' ) rates predicted are determined wholly

by the diffusion parts of the codes. An apparent error in the NRN code

causes the values after the air space to be too high, which is clearly

demonstrated in both of the Figures, Only at the first point within the

configuration, the disturbance from the air space has disappeared.

We may assume that the predicted spectrum has reached equilibrium

at this point» At what penetration, this happens cannot be deduced from

the points given, RASH D seems to give a better, though slightly over-

estimated, relative attenuation throughout the whole of the configura-

tions. The attenuation by NRN in the latter part of the configurations

is on the safe side, i .e. , underestimated.

The geometry-dependent ratio between the predicted values is

approximately the same as that obtained for the thermal and epithermal

fluxes by the same methods (6), i .e. , the NRN results are higher than

the RASH results by a factor of 2 to 3.

The most important conclusion drawn from Figures 1 and 2 is

that both of the codes seem to give too hard a spectrum, i, e., the num-

ber of In neutrons (1,5 - 6 MeV, Fig, 7) is underestimated and the num-

ber of Al neutrons (> 6 MeV) overestimated in relation to the S neutrons

( 3 - 8 MeV). This error is largest in the RASH D results (see Figs, t

and 2). Qualitatively it can be explained by the spatial error origina-

ting in the assumption that, at the first collision, neutrons are iso-

tropically scattered» In reality, the first collisions lead to a markedly

forward scattering, and thus to a pile-up of mediumenergy neutrons.



In the light of what has been said above, we conclude that the value

of the 4>(u) predicted between E a» 1 to 6 MeV at z = 101 cm (Fig, 4) should

actually increase towards the lower energies instead of being approximately

constant.

We want to point out, however, that systematic errors in the cross

sections used (12) could also cause the phenomenon observed,, However, the

large error (SS20 % between the detectors) and the order from, the high to

the lower energy reactions would be a curious coincidence.

ĉ  Changes in the form of the spectrum

To facilitate a study of the changes in the spectrum, the results for

Config, 1 are given in Figse 3 and 11 in another form» In Fig, 3 the change

in the ratio of the reaction rates is taken as a measure of the spectral changes.

The ratios of the S and In rates to Al rate have been set equal to one at

z = 101,6. This coordinate has been selected because of the errors at the

front face of the configuration (see the points at z = 80 in Fig, 3 and dis-

cussion above). Al has been used simply because it gave the best absolute

agreement in Figs, 1 and 2,

Using the normalizing factors thus obtained, the ratios are seen

to vary within 35 % during further penetration. This is clearly more than

the errors (- 5 - 10%) in the measurements. Thus the accuracy obtained

by these threshold measurements is high enough to allow the study of the

gross variations in the spectrum. At this point we may mention that Veselkin

et al» have presented extensive spectral measurements in various shielding

materials at deep penetrations (]_3). However, the accuracy obtainable by

the stilbene spectrometer used does not seem to allow definite conclusions

about the changes in spectrum (especially in the <3 - 4 MeV range) after only

a 10 - 20 cm penetration in Fe»

The spectrum predicted at the front face of the configuration is com-

pared to the one at z = 101 in Fig, 5O We observe a fission spectrum peak

at 1 - 4 MeV. It has disappeared after the 20 cm penetration in D,O, as

shown by Fig. 4. (Because of the logarithmic scale used, the form of the

spectrum at z = 80 or z ~ 127 is directly obtainable by adding the coordinates

of 4> (u) in Figs. 5 and 4 or 5 and 6, respectively).
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The most important phenomenon, the energy degradation of the

spectrum when penetrating Fe regions, is demonstrated in Fig, 6. We

see that the attenuation of the neutrons below ordinary threshold ener-

gies (<«2 MeV) is by a factor of 5 ~ 8 less than the attenuation of the

neutrons normally observable (2 -10 MeV). This spectral change is

enough to cause a notable variation in the response function of In (Fig. 9).

These gross changes are verified by the measurements (Fig. 3).

The spectral degradation during Fe penetration appears as an increase

in the (~rj) or (~~~) ratio. In the D O gap, these ratios show a decrease.

We see that changes in the (~rr) ratio are quite well predicted by both

of the codes. The (-ÄT) ratio seems to be satisfactorily predicted by

NRN, while the change is slightly underestimated by RASH D. (Note

that a least squares fit of the lines to the measurements in this Figure

should effect a parallel rise of the lines). Fig. 6 shows that especially

the groups 6 to 14 MeV are attenuated by RASH relatively less than by

NRN. This depends on the inelastic scattering directly into lower energy

groups, which is properly handled by NRN, while the age-theory approxi-

mation used in RASH gives a too high slowing-down density at high ener-

gies.

Finally, Fig. 1 1 gives the relative variations between the measured

threshold rates and two simple approximations for relative radiation da-

mage rate (predicted by NRN). The "total flux over 1 MeV" has been an

often used correlation. We see that the most common detector Ni (having

a response equal to that of S) would give a 50 % relative error in our

configuration. This applies if a single correlation were used throughout

our 20 cm Fe + 5 era D?O.

On the other hand, the "over 1 MeV" flux is quite accurately

proportional to the In activity. The most remarkable fact is that even

the Al activity is proportional to 4" > 1 MeV with an accuracy (15 %)

much greater than the S activity.

Sometimes a correlation has been sought between the radiation

damage rate and the total flux above some threshold < 1 MeV. Merely

for comparison, the 4>> 0. 1 MeV line shows that the ratio of this flux

to In varies within a factor of two, while the use of S would give a fac-

tor-of-three variation between the dose and the activity. These cal-
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dilations are, of course, less reliable than, those concerning <\> > 1 MeV,

because we have not been able to verify the flux in the 0. 1 to 1 MeV range.

Summary and conclusions

1. The non-rigorous and computer-time-saving methods studied have

been able to predict the fast neutron spectrum (-» 1 to 10 MeV) at

short penetration distances (S 50 cm) in Fe-D?O with an absolute

accuracy equal to or better than a factor of two. This equals the

accuracy obtained for the thermal and epithermal fluxes in the same

configurations,

2. The predicted spectrum obtained is slightly- harder than the true

one. This is indicated by the measured In activity being 20 - 30 %

too high in relation to the S and Al activities» This error can be

explained by the spatial error, caused in the methods by the assump-

tion that the first ("removal") collisions are isotropic,

3 9 When the absolute reaction rates (in, S, and Al} measured at a

single point in the configuration were used as a standard, the ab-

solute values (i, e» the gross spectrum) at other coordinates could

be predicted within £ 20 %, even though the relative changes in the

form of the spectrum are £ 1 :5«

4 S The predicted overall variations in the spectrum when penetrating

Fe, and including the relative pile-up of the E<2 MeV neutrons,

have been verified experimentally»

5» Of the detectors studied, In showed a constant ratio to the predicted

radiation damage dose when the latter is defined as the "flux over

1 MeV". The very high-energy detector Al showed good agreement,

too. Sulphur (resembling Ni in its response) produced the greatest

variation (50 %) through the Fe regions0
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Tablei I

Measured and predicted threshold reaction rates and i
(Normalized to 100 kW reactor power. The last figure
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S(n,p)

1,85*0.07,7

1.1*6*0.12,6

2.27*0.01,5

1,02*0.01,5

1462+O.O7,U

In(n,n
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.05,5
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S
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In
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1.55,10
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Table II

•ieasured and predicted threshold reaction rates and predicted fast fluxes in Configuration 2.

a-)/ \z {cm.)

90.0

96.0

118. 4

126.8

137.6

Measured
, , . - 1 - IN
(cas s g )

S

4.14+0,1,6

1.1+0.1,5

6.2+0.2,3

I n
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!4
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Al
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Predicted by

0
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2,9954

3.90,3

In
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5.57,4
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3.72,2

4>>lMeY
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4.1;2,7
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4»0.BfeV

6.14,9
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1.02,8

3.30,7
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Predicted by

RASH D

c

3.43,6

1,08,6

6.07,4

1.62,4

3.17,3

In

1.93,6

6.71,5

2.43,4

7.1^,3

1.03,3

Al

8.49,4

2.68.H

2.77,3

7.52,2

2.17,2

(}»3.MeV

1.51,9

5.22,3

1,98,7

5.71,6

8.94',5

4)>0.1IfeV

2.69,9

1.36,9

4.74,7

1.69,7

2,07,6

z for the core face = 30 en
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= Al(n,a)
= S(n,p)

z (cm)
Fig. 1, Relative threshold, reaction rates (A) in Configuration 1.

Rates predicted by NRN have been set equal to one throughout
the configuration» For absolute values, see Table I.

0.3 -

90 z(cm)

Fig. 2, Relative threshold reaction rates in Configuration 2.
For absolute values, see Table II.
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Fig. 3. Variations in the ratio of the In and S activities to the Al
activity, Configuration 1, Normalized by setting the values
at z = 101 cm equal to one (measured values against each
other and predictions against each other).

0.1 0.2 05 5 10
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Fig. 4. Predicted spectrum at z - 101 cm (flux per lethargy unit).
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Fig, 7. Response functions of the detectors used (z = 101 cm,
Config. 1).
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Fig. 8. Ratio of the response functions at the front face (z « 80)
to those at z = 101.
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Fig. 10. Response functions for a Rh(n, n* ) detector at z = 101 and
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Al reaction rate in Configuration 1»
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